
1. For your birthday, you’re given your own private 
room in your house. How do you decorate it?

a. Chalkboard paint with glitter on top and photographs galore. 
No one has a room like yours! 

b. Shades of Tuscany and Umbria on the walls, your favorite 
pottery all around. You like your spaces to remind you of the 
outside world. 

c. Big comfy armchairs with cozy wall to wall carpeting. Coming 
home should feel like snuggling.

d. Sleek minimalism. You don’t like extra clutter. 

Take this quiz to find 
out which AstroNut  
you are!

FLIP TO FIND OUT!
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2. Your personal theme song: 

a. Eye of the Tiger by Survivor

b. How Sweet It Is by Marvin Gaye as performed by James Taylor 

c. ***Flawless by Beyoncé 

d. Hello by Adele 

3. It’s a regular ol’ Thursday morning on a random 
week in the spring. What color are your nails?

a. French tips. 

b. Who has time for polish? 

c. Va-va-vermilion! 

d. Funky teal with lightning bolt nail art on your favorite fingers. 

4. Who are your cats’ namesakes?

a. Game of Thrones characters. 

b. The Latin genus terms for various types of feline. 

c. Their celebrity dopplegangers. 

d. You kept the names they were given at the shelter.  

5. Your friends all want to go out for pizza. What do 
you say?

a. “That hits the spot!” 

b. “Yay! Let’s make sure to get half vegetarian for my best friend, 
and no mushrooms for her sister. And can we get it baked three 
minutes extra, so the crust is crispy?” 

c. “One slice would be perfect.” 

d. “Not for me. I’m in a taco mood tonight.” 

6. Your best friend has a big-deal new crush, but 
he’s not sure they like him back. What do you 
advise?

a. “How could they not like you back? Declare your love!” 

b. “Keep it to yourself. You don’t want to ruin something before it 
even happens.” 

c. “Go for it. If you ask them out and they say no, you’ll be in the 
exact same position then as you are now: no date. But, you’ll 
know the truth.” 

d. “Ummm . . . don’t ask me.” 

7. Pick the shape that matches your current mood: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

8. What animal were you in a past life?

a. Horse. Dependable, elegant, loyal, and good. 

b. Cheetah. Efficient, cutthroat, eye-catching, and memorable. 

c. Armadillo. Strong, strange, defensive, and particular. 

d. Amoeba. Necessary, normal, important, and subtle. 

9. No matter what store you’re in, no matter what 
city, every time you go shopping, you seem to 
always gravitate towards this item, even though 
you already have three in your closet! 

a. Blue button down shirts with interesting collars. 

b. T-shirts with funny sayings on them. 

c. Fuzzy sweaters. 

d. Six-pack socks. 

10. You’re done grocery shopping, but you 
absolutely MUST stop for this one special, 
Trader Joe’s-only item: 

a. A gigantic delicious Honeycrisp apple the size of your head! 

b. Speculoos Cookie butter! 

c. Vanilla Almond Clusters Cereal! 

d. Peanut Butter Filled Pretzels! 



Question 1:  A - AW      B – LS     C - SH     D - SB     

Question 2:  A - AW     B – LS     C - SH     D - SB

Question 3:  A - SB     B - SH     C - AW     D - LS 

Question 4:  A - SH     B - SB     C - AW     D - LS

Question 5:  A - SH     B - LS     C - SB     D - AW 

Question 6:  A - LS     B - AW     C - SH     D - SB 

Question 7:  A - LS     B - SB     C - AW     D - SH

Question 8:  A - LS     B - AW     C - SH     D - SB 

Question 9:  A - SH    B - AW     C - LS      D - SB 

Question 10:  A - LS     B - AW     C - SB     D - SH 

Scoring: Count up the number of 
answers you get in each category!

Mostly SB. You are StinkBug:
Factual is your middle name. You see things just as they appear, no nuance 
about it. You have a famously dry wit and rarely have so much as an 
emotion, let alone a reaction. Some would call you hyper-literal, but you 
see no problem with that description: it just means you value correctness. 
Serious, intellectual, and steadfastly observant, your scientifically 
inventive mind and creative thinking can figure out how to escape from 
any sticky situation. 

Mostly SH. You are SmartHawk:
Behind every great leader, there’s someone like you responsible. If you 
were an actor, you’d hold the record for most nominations without 
ever winning gold. Okay, if you could be accused of anything, it’d be an 
obsession with planning, but who cares? If others planned better, they’d 
have their to-do lists checked off and their inboxes reduced too. Pragmatic, 
wise, and deft in social situations, you always save the day without anyone 
knowing it was your idea.

Mostly LS. You are LaserShark: 
You are everyone’s favorite friend! You place a high value on having fun and 
doing good for others. Funny, high-energy, and infinitely loving, you are always 
up for anything—even something embarrassing! You love to travel, and you 
collect friends like postage stamps—no matter where you go, you know  
someone there who’s happy to see you. You’ll do anything for friends or family, 
and are always the person called on when anyone needs a hand, a hug, or a 
homemade cookie.

Mostly AW. You are AstroWolf: 
Earth is hardly big enough for you! You have a strong sense of self-
confidence and take the lead in every situation, no matter what. You take 
pride in being called bossy: after all, without a boss, how would anything 
get done? Assertive and opinionated, you’re often the loudest one in your 
group, and while you may have a tendency to bail on plans even after 
you’ve made them, if you do turn up, your friends know the night will be 
unforgettable, in one way or another.     


